Tearfund UK Market Survey – Dohuk Governorate- Sept 2014

Tearfund UK Iraq Response – RAM Market Assessment Report
Semel and Dohuk Markets in Dohuk Governate, Kurdistan Region of Iraq (KRI)

1.

Executive Summary
Following initial scoping, trader and key informant interviews and market mapping and analysis
markets in Semel District, Dohuk Governorate are deemed to be very resilient in the face of the huge
influx of displaced people into the region. Markets were assessed for their ability to meet demand for
non-food items in particular with the focus being on blankets, mattresses and clothes for children as
these were highlighted by IDP communities in the region as priority items. This indicates that cash
transfer programming (CTP) is a viable response option for the displaced population in the region as
markets are functioning and accessible.

2.

Background
The conflict in Northern Iraq has escalated in recent weeks and months meaning large numbers of
Christians, Yazidis and other minority groups have fled Sunni Militia in Southern states for Kurdistan.
Displaced populations are focused around the towns of Dohuk, Zahko and Erbil in the Kurdistan
region [See Map 1 in Annexes]. An estimated 485,706 people have fled to the Dohuk area so far with
170,544 in and around Erbil (Source: USAID Humanitarian Assistance Iraq 08/28/14)

3.

Tearfund UK sent a market assessment team to Erbil on August 27 th in order to understand market
systems, assess opportunities to support markets and highlight appropriate response options for
vulnerable households in the region.
Scoping
3.1 Day One
Tearfund staff, following on from direction from the WASH Cluster visited the town of Batel, in Batel
sub-district on August Saturday 30th and 31st in order to undertake basic scoping as per Stage 1 of the
RAM process. This meant re-locating to Dohuk and operating from there. Staff initially made contact
with Washeed Muhammed, the Sub-District Director for Batel who told staff that approximately 4570
displaced households were living in the Batel sub-district. Batel sub-district comprises of around 75
villages of small to medium size and Batel town itself. It is approximately 30km from Dohuk and 20km
from Zahko. [See Map 1 in Annexes.] GPS Co-ordinates are: N 36 DEGREES, 57’,45.12”/ E 42 DEGREES,
40’,52.85”.

Tearfund staff initially visited displaced households living in schools and partially constructed housing
in and around Batel town itself, observing that households within schools had access to latrines and
clean water and that the government had provided chlorinated water to IDPs living in partially
constructed housing as well. Mr Mohammed told us that the local government had distributed some
clothes and soap to IDPs as well as food parcels. The WFP had also done some hot food distributions
in Batel a few weeks prior.
3.2 Day 2
Tearfund staff, accompanied by Medair returned to Betal to further scope the IDP situation. Mr
Mohammed showed both agencies where the IDPs in his district were concentrated, focusing in on
the villages of Kharabdeem, Soorya, Bagluga and Bajjid Barraf. Mr Mohammed offered to personally
teams to some of these villages. Staff visited households in Kharabdeem, who were mostly living by
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the side of the road in mud huts with local host families. Homes which has previously housed one
family of one were now housing up to 7 families. Conditions were extremely basic with households
having very few possessions and dressed in dirty clothes (as per observations by staff). They had
access to potable water but it was unclear where they were using as a latrine. In the process of being
interviewed households expressed a desire to return back to Sinjar (their home province) above all,
however when questioned further they stated that their biggest needs were blankets and mattresses
as winter would soon arrive. They also expressed desires for clothes and shoes, especially for children.
Homes visited in Kaharbdeem were mostly Yazidi. All respondents questioned said they felt safe
accessing local markets in Zahko, Dohuk and Semel via rides with local people for free.
Staff were then taken to visit some displaced Christians living in a local school and church complex.
Conditions were better here with 10 families each occupying one classroom. Toilet facilities were
available and there was running water. All those questioned said that through family connections and
government support they had everything they needed so far, however as it was getting colder they
felt blankets and mattresses would be needed soon. Most families had access to cooking pots (as per
observations).
Staff finally visited households in Soorya village. Here there were large numbers of IDPs spread
throughout host families, partially constructed houses and schools. Tearfund staff interviewed some
Yazidi households living in host families. They had access to potable water and shared latrines.
Commodities which preferences were expressed for were shoes, clothes, blankets, mattresses, salt,
fuel and cooking items. All respondents questioned said they felt safe accessing local markets in
Zahko, Dohuk and Semel. They said they would hitch lifts with local people as IDPs can easily get free
rides into urban centres. When probed more they said a taxi to Dohuk or Zahko would cost around
$25 if they had to pay but this scenario was unlikely. All questioned (both male and female) had no
issues with accessing markets safely.
3.3 Day 3
Tearfund staff visited Semel, just 10km north of Dohuk and capital of Semel District. Interviews were
held with Shaswar Araf, the Minister Responsible for Trade and Markets and trader interviews were
conducted in the central market for retailers selling blankets/mattresses and children’s clothes. Semel
is significantly smaller than Dohuk and Zahko but geographically is the closest market to displaced
populations in Batel Sub-district. The results are in below maps and tables combined with data from
Dohuk.
3.4 Day 4
Tearfund staff visited Dohuk central market and met with traders selling all three priority
commodities. Some traders for mattresses interviewed also functioned as agents in the supply chain,
selling on mattresses to other small shops and cutting the foam themselves. Many larger traders said
that NGOs had bought in bulk from them to give to IDPs and even though this had not significantly
disrupted the market this has been represented on the market map for these commodities. Some
information on children’s clothes retail was also collected from Zahko market and this has not been
reported separately but amalgamated into the maps in Section 4.
3.5 Conclusions
Following the scoping exercise Tearfund staff followed the RAM decision tree process to determine if
continuing with the RAM process was justified or not. As households said that they did interact with
local markets, that they could physically access markets but required assistance to have access to key
commodities it was determined justifiable to identify key markets and continue the assessment. [See
Figure 1 in Annexes]
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4.

Market Findings
4.1 Shock and Needs Analysis Summary
Below is a basic table detailing the summary of the districts visited, markets assessed and
commodities requested? The following information should also be taken into account:


Virtually all traders interviewed said that market demand had decreased in recent months,
not due to influx of IDPs but due to government salary issues as the government used its
budget to fund the conflict and put money into the military. Lack of purchasing power
amongst government workers was a widespread issue in both Semel and Dohuk.



Many traders mentioned that Yazidi and Christian groups might purchase different types of
clothes as Yazidis wore more modest clothing which had more fabric and was thus more
expensive.



Trader capacity to give credit was unaffected. All traders interviewed were giving credit of
between 10-50%. This was normally paid back within one month but was not a service
extended to IDPs.



Trade routes from China were disrupted as a result of insecurity in areas between Basra
(Iraq’s main port) and Baghdad. This is represented in the below supply chains and trade flow
maps. Traders said that these clothes could travel via Iran at considerable expense or come
though at a slower rate, It was noted however, that trade from Turkey was meeting the
current demand and furthermore that speciality clothes from China (such as for school,
weddings or festivals) were in less demand. This is due to school term dates being pushed
back as large numbers of IDPs are housed in schools and people celebrating less during a
time of conflict.

Type(s) of shock:
Date(s) of shock(s):

Conflict – Influx of displaced people.
Early August 2014

Date of RAM assessment:

30th August-2nd September 2014

Affected areas assessed:

Batel Sub-District, Dohuk Governorate

Total population in affected
area:
Affected population within
affected area:
Average Household size:
(Source of information)
Location of affected population:
(IDP/ stationary in homes etc…)
Markets assessed:
Number of traders and market
representatives included in
assessment:
Commodity type(s), volume(s)
and duration requested by
shock-affected population

350,000 people (Approx.)
4570 HHs
(in Batel Sub-District)
6
Local authorities in Betal
Churches, Schools, Host families and Partially constructed housing.
Dohuk/ Semel
9/10

Blankets
Mattresses
Children’s Clothes
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4.2 Market Mapping
4.2.1 Market maps, geographical location of markets to shock-affected population
The diagram below illustrates the location of local and influential markets within, and close to the affected area,
and their geographic proximity to the shock-affected population. [See Map 2 for larger version]

4.2.2 Commodity market maps
The commodity market maps below illustrate the movements of key commodities to the markets near the
affected populations – from wholesaler to trader and finally to consumer. Disruptions to the market or changes
as a result of the current crisis are represented in red text. All maps are available in larger form in Annexes.
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4.2.3 Trade flow maps
The maps below show the flow of movement of goods from overseas and within Iraq. (All available in Annexes
in larger form.
Map 1 Blankets

Map 2 Children’s Clothes
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Map 3 Mattresses

5.

Key Conclusions:

As per the RAM process, the following conclusions have been reached based on the assessments undertaken
in Dohuk and Samel Markets:
1. The impact of the shock on physical access of the affected population to their markets was negligible. No
respondents felt unable to physically access markets.
2. Household purchasing power was low particularly amongst displaced Yazidi populations. Few respondents
were using cash, however some had received support from family members. Traders reported few IDPs buying
items in markets as they had little money.
3. There has been little impact on the supply chain of non-food commodities (blankets/mattresses/children’s
clothes) required by the affected population. Trader behaviour has changed little however issues with
government workers not receiving salaries have affected consumer behaviour.
4. The capacity of retailers and wholesalers to increase their supply to meet increased demand the non-food
commodities mentioned was high and there were no related price implications to this.

5. The influx of IDPs has had no obvious impact on prices non-food commodities (blankets/mattresses/children’s
clothes).
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6. There are no obvious opportunities for market based interventions to support market rehabilitation as
markets seem functioning as normal.

7. Meeting with factory agents or wholesalers was difficult within the given timeframe. A more complete picture
might be gained through speaking to these actors. It is assumed that traders and consumers interviewed are
representative of average market retailers and consumers.

6.

Decision Tree

Tearfund then looked at Tool 11 of the RAM to ascertain if the market had sufficient response capacity to
respond to the needs of IDPs based on data gathered. It was felt that traders were operating, key commodities
were available, traders could increase supply if demand increased, and that prices were unlikely to rise
significantly. Based on the below decision tree there is CTP potential for assessed markets. [See Figure 2 in
Annexes]
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